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“Simplicity is the 
ultimate form of 
sophistication”
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DESIGN INTENT
With great intent, our latest range has been designed with the 
commercial market in mind.

We believe our latest range encompasses the latest in design, 
material, durability, environmental sustainability and options.

What makes our outdoor range so great and unique is the quality of 
product, the materials they are made with and the variety of options.

Each product family offers a magnitude of varieties. We designed the 
range to feature matching chairs, stools, tables, loungers, and more.

We truly believe this is our greatest addition of outdoor furniture, yet.
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B5013-DW

Chair with sled aluminium 
frame. Waterfall seat.

B5017-DW

Chair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with 
waterfall seat.

B5017-D1

Armchair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with 
waterfall seat.

B5213-DW B5213-D1 B5213-DB

Chair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs.

Armchair with aluminium 
frame.

Bar stool with aluminium 
frame.

The Brighton range encapsulates the 
true essence of the outside, combining 
alluringly sweet lines and unassuming 
curves with a raw, natural textured finish. 

A complete range of chairs, armchairs, 
stools, tables and lounge chairs, the 
Brighton’s lightweight, aluminium and 
ergonomic design work in harmony to 
bring comfort and style to the outdoors.

B5017-DB

Bar stool with aluminium 
frame. Waterfall seat.

brighton
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B5017-JA

Backless stool with 
aluminium frame. 
Curvature to seat.



brighton sedia

Brighton B5017-DW
Chair with aluminium frame. Four 
legs with waterfall seat.



Brighton 
B5213-D1
Armchair with 
aluminium 
frame.

Reason T5017-TR
Round, slatted aluminium table with 
circular base. Ø750.

Reason T5017-TL
Square, slatted aluminium table 

with square base. 760x760.

Brighton 
B5213-DW

Chair with 
aluminium 

frame.

brighton sedia



brighton sgabello

Brighton B5017-JA
Backless stool with aluminium frame. 
Curvature to seat.
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Brighton B5213-DB
Bar stool with aluminium frame

brighton sgabello
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Brighton B5213-DB
Bar stool with aluminium frame

brighton sgabello
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brighton stoolbrighton sgabello

Fyto F1200
Decorative planter boxes, conjoined.Round, solid aluminium table with circular 

base. Ø620.
Bar table with aluminium frame, footrail and 

waterfalling sides. 1775 x 715.

Cascade T5030-TB
Bar stool with aluminium frame. Waterfall seat.

Brighton B5017-DB Reason T1204-TB



B5017-DW2

Two-seater upright chair 
with aluminium frame. 
Four legs with waterfall 
seat.

B5018-S1

Single seater lounger with 
aluminium sled frame and 
waterfall seat.

B5017-DW3

Three-seater upright chair 
with aluminium frame. 
Four legs with waterfall 
seat.

B5017-D2

Two-seater upright 
armchair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with 
waterfall seat.

B5018-S2 B5018-S3

Two-seater lounger with 
aluminium sled frame and 
waterfall seat.

Three-seater lounger with 
aluminium sled frame and 
waterfall seat.

B5018-S4

Single seater arm lounger 
with aluminium sled frame 
and waterfall seat.

B5018-S5 B5018-S6

Two-seater arm lounger 
with aluminium sled frame 
and waterfall seat.

Three-seater arm lounger 
with aluminium sled frame 
and waterfall seat.

brighton divano
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B5017-D3

Three-seater upright 
armchair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with 
waterfall seat.

B5018-C1

Sunbed with aluminium sled 
frame. Features a reclining 
backrest, adjustable to 
several heights.

Brighton B5018-TE
Low, slatted coffee table with 
aluminium sled frame.

Brighton B5018-S2
Two-seater lounger with 
aluminium sled frame and 
waterfall seat.



Brighton B5018-S4, S5 & S6
Single-, two- and three-seater arm 
lounger with aluminium sled frame 
and waterfall seat.

brighton divano
Sprout S4016-TS
Small side table with slatted 
aluminium top and sled 
frame.

Sprout S4026-TE
Large coffee table with slatted 
aluminium top and sled 
frame.
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brighton divano

Brighton B5017-DW
Chair with aluminium frame. Four legs with 
waterfall seat.

Brighton B5017-D1
Armchair with aluminium frame. Four legs with 
waterfall seat.

Brighton B5017-D2
Two-seater upright armchair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with waterfall seat.

Prop T2212-TR
Rounded aluminium side table with converging 
tripod legs. Ø600.



brighton divano
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Brighton B2307-TE
Rounded aluminium side 
table with interlacing curved 
frame.

Brighton B5018-C1
Sunbed with aluminium sled 
frame. Features a reclining 
backrest, adjustable to 
several heights.



B5018-TS

Medium side table/stool 
with aluminium sled frame.

B2424-TL

Slatted aluminium dining 
table with sled frame.

B5019-TE

Low side table/low stool 
with aluminium sled frame.

B5018-TE

Low, slatted coffee table 
with aluminium sled frame.

B2424-DW

Slatted aluminium dining 
bench with sled frame.

B2307-TE

Rounded aluminium side 
table with interlacing 
curved frame.

brighton tavoli
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Brighton B2307-TE
Rounded aluminium side table 
with interlacing curved frame.

Brighton B5017-DW
Chair with aluminium frame. 
Four legs with waterfall seat.





Elite is a collection assimilating obsessive 
attention to detail with ultimate luxury. 
Clean lines bring presence to its form.

A calculated and elegantly curved 
aluminium frame contributes to an indulgent 
selection built to endure the elements. 
The set is especially adaptable to outdoor 
areas of cafés, bars and apartments.

E2403-S1

Indulgent single-seater 
lounger. 

Removable seat and back 
cushions on an aluminium 
sled frame.

E2403-S2

Indulgent two-seater 
lounger. 

Removable seat and back 
cushions on an aluminium 
sled frame.

E2403-S3

Indulgent three-seater 
lounger. 

Removable seat and back 
cushions on an aluminium 
sled frame.

E2405-DW E2403-D3 E2403-TL

Small stool aluminium seat 
with elegant waterfalling 
edges.

Aluminium dining sled 
bench with elegant 
waterfalling edges.

Aluminium dining sled 
table with elegant 
waterfalling edges.

E2403-C1

E2403-TE

Low aluminium coffee 
table with elegant 
waterfalling edges.
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elite

Elite sunbed.

Removable cushions 
affixed to an aluminium 
sled frame. Features a 
reclining backrest, with 
adjustable height.
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elite

Elite E2403-D3
Aluminium dining sled bench with elegant 
waterfalling edges.



elite divano

Elite E2403-S2
Indulgent two-seater lounger. 

Removable seat and back cushions on an 
aluminium sled frame.

Elite E2405-DW
Small stool aluminium seat with elegant 
waterfalling edges.

Elite E2403-TE
Low aluminium coffee table with elegant 
waterfalling edges.

Elite E2403-S1
Indulgent single-seater lounger. 

Removable seat and back cushions on an 
aluminium sled frame.





Immerse is an extension of the human 
body, embracing natural curves and fl ow 
through a durable and supportive frame.

Delicate craftsmanship blends Earthen 
elements together in seamless comfort: 
choose between curved, slatted polywood, 
handwoven rope or an aluminium seat.

I3403-DW

Chair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with a 
handwoven rope seat.

I3405-DW

Chair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with a 
slatted polywood seat.

I3417-DW

Chair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with a 
slatted aluminium seat.

I3403-DW I3405-DW I3417-D1

Arm chair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with a 
handwoven rope seat.

Arm chair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with a 
slatted polywood seat.

Arm chair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with a 
slatted aluminium seat.

I3419-D1

Lounge chair with 
aluminium frame. Four 
legs with a slatted 
aluminium seat.
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immerse sedia

Immerse I3417-DW
Chair with aluminium frame. Four legs with a 

slatted aluminium seat.

Immerse I3417-D1
Arm chair with aluminium frame. Four legs 

with a slatted aluminium seat.

Motive T3304-TL
Aluminium dining table with rounded edges 

and legs, angled out.



immerse sedia

Immerse I3403-D1
Arm chair with aluminium frame. Four legs with 
a handwoven rope seat.





The Sprout’s uncluttered lines offer a 
sleek, understated  and robust expression.

Finished in powder coated aluminium, 
it has greater durability and resilience 
and a versatile quality suitable for both 
indoor and outdoor applications and feels 
right at home in gardens and balconies.

S4216-DW S4216-D1

Arm chair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with an 
up-curving back.

S4216-DB

Bar stool with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with a 
foot rail.

S4016-DW S4016-D1 S4016-DB
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sprout

S4216-S1

Low arm chair with 
aluminium frame. Four 
legs with an up-curving 
back.

Chair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with an 
up-curving back.

Bar stool with aluminium 
sled frame and foot rail.

Arm chair with aluminium 
sled frame and an up-
curving back.

Chair with aluminium sled 
frame and an up-curving 
back.



sprout sedia

Sprout S4216-DW
Chair with aluminium frame. Four legs 
with an up-curving back.

Sprout S4216-D1
Arm chair with aluminium frame. Four legs 
with an up-curving back.

Stance T4027-TL

Slatted aluminium dining table with 
rounded edges and legs, protruding out 
from an angled underframe.



sprout sedia
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Sprout S4216-DW
Chair with aluminium frame. Four legs with an 

up-curving back.



sprout sedia

Sprout S4016-DW
Chair with aluminium sled frame and an up-
curving back.

Reason T1204b-TL
Square, solid aluminium table with 
square base. 700x700.

Sprout S4016-DB
Bar stool with aluminium sled frame and foot rail.



sprout sedia
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Sprout S4016-D1
Arm chair with aluminium sled frame and an 
up-curving back.



sprout sedia
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Sprout S4016-D1
Arm chair with aluminium sled frame and an 

up-curving back.

Reason T1304-TR
Round, solid aluminium table with round base. 

Ø720.



sproutsprout sgabello
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Sprout S4016-DB
Bar stool with aluminium sled frame and foot rail.
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S4016-TS S4026-TE

Large coffee table with 
slatted aluminium top and 
sled frame.

Small side table with 
slatted aluminium top and 
sled frame.

Sprout S4016-TS
Small side table with slatted aluminium top and 
sled frame.

Sprout S4216-S1
Low arm chair with aluminium frame. Four legs 
with an up-curving back.

sprout tavoli



sprout divano
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S4026-S1 S4026-S2

Two-seater arm lounger 
with aluminium sled frame 
and curved seat.

S4026-S3

Three-seater arm lounger 
with aluminium sled frame 
and curved seat.

Single seater arm lounger 
with aluminium sled frame 
and curved seat.

S4018-C1

Sunbed with aluminium 
sled frame. Features 
a reclining backrest, 
adjustable to several 
heights.

Sprout S4018-C1
Sunbed with aluminium sled frame.
Features a reclining backrest, adjustable to 
several heights.

Brighton B2307-TE
Rounded aluminium side table with interlacing 
curved frame.



sprout divano
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Sprout S4026-S1
Single seater arm lounger with aluminium sled 

frame and curved seat.

Prop T2212-TR
Rounded aluminium side table with 

converging tripod legs.



sprout divano
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Sprout  S4026-S1, S2 & S3

Single, two- and three-
seater arm lounger with 
aluminium sled frame and 
curved seat.

Sprout S4016-TS
Small side table with 
slatted aluminium top 
and sled frame.

Sprout S4026-TE
Large coffee table with 
slatted aluminium top 
and sled frame.



Madison brings clean minimalism into 
the public space with a delicate presence. 

The lightweight aluminium frame is available 
in multiple forms and is also  paired with 
a woven polyethylene fi bre seat, making 
for a reassuring and innovative concept.
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madison
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M1304-DW M1304-D1

Arm chair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with a 
waterfall seat.

M2303-DW M2303-D1

Chair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with a 
waterfall seat.

Arm chair with aluminium 
frame and pliable, 
handwoven polyethylene 
synthetic fi bre support.

Chair with aluminium 
frame and pliable, 
handwoven polyethylene 
synthetic fi bre support.

M1304-D2

Two-seater arm chair with 
aluminium frame. Four 
legs with a waterfall seat.

M1304-DB

Bar stool with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with a 
waterfall seat and foot rail.

rattan colours

Anthracite Taupe Matte White

Matte Red Matte Honey Reseda Green

Smoke Blue

Chilli Orange

for models M2303-DW & M2303-D1



madison

Madison M1304-DB
Bar stool with aluminium frame. Four legs with 
a waterfall seat and foot rail.

Spring T1315-TL
Aluminium dining table with slatted 

waterfalling surface and stepped sled 
frame.1670x1010.

Madison M1304-DW
Chair with aluminium frame. Four legs with a 

waterfall seat.

Madison M1304-D2
Two-seater arm chair with aluminium frame. 

Four legs with a waterfall seat.

Spring T1314-TB
Aluminium bar table with a slatted waterfalling 
surface and foot rail. 1710x810.



madison sedia

Madison M1304-DW
Chair with aluminium frame. Four legs with a 

waterfall seat.

Madison M1304-D1
Arm chair with aluminium frame. Four legs 
with a waterfall seat.

Motive T3304-TL
Motive table. Aluminium dining table with 
rounded edges and legs, angled out.

Madison M1304-D2
Two-seater arm chair with aluminium 
frame. Four legs with a waterfall seat.



madison sedia

Madison M2303-D1
Arm chair with aluminium frame and 

pliable, handwoven polyethylene 
synthetic fibre support.

Reason T1204b-TL
Square, solid aluminium table with square 

base. 700x700.

Madison M2303-DW
Chair with aluminium frame and pliable, 
handwoven polyethylene synthetic fibre 

support.



madison sgabello
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Madison M1304-DB
Bar stool with aluminium frame. Four legs with 

a waterfall seat and foot rail.

Reason T1204-TB
Round, solid aluminium bar table with circular 

base. Ø620.



A quaint yet confi dent stature 
characterises the Avenue, offering 
comfort through a reminiscent form.

Handwoven outdoor polyethylene synthetic 
fi bres comprise the seat and backing which 
is intricately wound around its textured 
aluminium frame like growing vines in a garden.
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A2101-DW A2101-D1

Arm chair with aluminium 
frame and pliable 
handwoven polyethylene 
synthetic fi bre support.
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Chair with aluminium 
frame and pliable 
handwoven polyethylene 
synthetic fi bre support.

avenue 

rattan colours

Anthracite Taupe Matte White

Matte Red Matte Honey Reseda Green

Smoke Blue

Chilli Orange



avenue sedia

Avenue A2101-D1
Arm chair with aluminium frame and pliable 

handwoven polyethylene synthetic fibre support.

Reason T1304-TR
Round, solid aluminium table with round base. 
Ø720.



reason tables tavoli

A family of tables expressing stark 
lines and minimalist profiles, the 
Reason adapts to any setting.

Finished in textured powder coat, the 
table frames and tops are lightweight 
yet incredibly sturdy, built to last.
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T1204b-TL T1304-TR

Round, solid aluminium 
table with round base. 
Ø720.

T3219-TL

T4016-TR

T3219-TB
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T1204-TB

Round, solid aluminium 
bar table with circular 
base. Ø620.

Square, solid aluminium 
table with square base. 
700x700.

Square, slatted aluminium 
bar table with round base. 
750x750.

Round, slatted aluminium 
table with round base. 
Ø770.

Square, slatted aluminium 
table with square base. 
750x750.

T1304-TB

Square, solid aluminium 
bar table with square base. 
630x630.

T4016-TL T4016-TB

Square, slatted aluminium 
bar table with square base. 
650x650.

Square, slatted aluminium 
table with square base. 
700x700.

T5017-TL T5017-TR

Round, slatted aluminium 
table with round base. 
Ø760.

Square, slatted aluminium 
table with square base. 
760x760.
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T3221-TL T3207-TL

Aluminium dining table 
with sharp lines.1550x740.

T4025-TL T4025-TR

Aluminium dining table 
with sharp lines. 740x740.

Slatted aluminium table 
with rounded edges and 
legs, protruding out from 
an angled underframe. 
Ø730.

Slatted aluminium table 
with rounded edges and 
legs, protruding out from 
an angled underframe. 
780x780.

T3304-TL

Aluminium dining table 
with rounded edges 
and legs, angled out. 
1820x940.

T4027-TL T4025-TE

Slatted aluminium coffee 
table with rounded edges 
and legs, protruding 
out from an angled 
underframe. 1410x750.

Slatted aluminium dining 
table with rounded edges 
and legs, protruding 
out from an angled 
underframe. 2060x960.

T2212-TR

Rounded aluminium side 
table with converging 
tripod legs. Ø600.

tables tavoli

T1315-TL T1314-TB

Aluminium bar table with a 
slatted waterfalling surface 
and foot rail. 1710x810.

Aluminium dining table 
with slatted waterfalling 
surface and stepped sled 
frame. 1670x1000.

Reason T4016-TR
Round, slatted aluminium table with 
round base. Ø770.

Sprout S4216-D1
Arm chair with aluminium frame. Four legs 
with an up-curving back.

T5030-TB

Bar table with aluminium 
frame, footrail and 
waterfalling sides. 1775 x 
715.

Stance Stance Stance Stance

Kin Kin Motive Prop 

Spring Spring Cascade
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Fyto F1100

Fyto F1200

Decorative planter boxes, conjoined.

Modular units designed to bring life to any 
space, either standing alone or in unity. Crisp 
lines and an angled aluminium frame draws 
continuity throughout each piece.

Decorative planter box, single unit.

Modular units designed to bring life to any 
space, either standing alone or in unity. 
Crisp lines and an angled aluminium frame 
draws continuity throughout each piece.

complements altro
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Anthracite Matte Red Chilli Orange

Smoke Blue Reseda Green Matte Honey

Matte White

colours colori



zaneti.com.au


